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Your Reading History In The Making!!

ENTERTAIN M E N T

DID YOU KNOW?

Did you know? A flock of crows is known as a murder.
Did you know? In Utah, it is against the law to fish from the
back of a horse.
Did you know? If you put a can of Diet Coke in water, it
floats. Regular Coca-Cola sinks.
Did you know? Apparently, if you eat a Polar Bear’s liver, you
will die of a vitamin A overdose.
Did you know? According to Utah law a husband is responsible for any criminal act that his wife commits while in his
presence.
Did you know? If you lift a kangaroo’s tail off the ground it
can’t hop.
Did you know? Female ferrets die if they can’t find a mate
after going into heat.
Did you know? A snake can sense an earthquake up to 5
days before it happens.
Did you know? Farts measure more potently in the shower
than they do outside it.
Did you know? The brain can’t create a new face. It only
remembers faces you’ve seen somewhere before. This
includes in your dreams.
Did you know? Baby rabbits are called kittens.
Did you know? A snail can sleep for more than three years
at a time.
Did you know? Jimmy Carter once left nuclear launch codes
in his dry cleaning. Oops.
Did you know? During your lifetime, you will produce enough
saliva to fill two swimming pools.
Did you know? Two days after they die, ants give off an odor
which other ants pick up on. They come pick up the ant and
carry it to an ant graveyard.
Did you Know? Every time you blink you’re taking a tiny nap.
Did you Know? The average blue whale penis is 13-15 feet
long.
Did you Know? It’s against the law to burp, or sneeze in a
church in Nebraska, USA.
Did you Know? Your ribs move about 5 million times a year,
everytime you breathe!
Did you Know? The”seam” on your is where your vagina
mended together when you were developing in the womb.
Did you Know? Your pinky is your strongest finger.
Did you Know? You can’t kill yourself by holding your breath
Did you Know? Camels have three eyelids to protect themselves from blowing sand.
Did you Know? Beetles taste like apples, wasps like pine
nuts, and worms like fried bacon.
Did you Know? The average lead pencil will draw a line 35
miles long or write approximately 50,000 English words.
Did you Know? Big eyes can cause nearsightedness.
Did you Know? Kangaroos have not one, not two, but three
vaginas.
Did you Know? Your ribs move about 5 million times a year,
everytime you breathe!
Did you Know? The skeleton of Jeremy Bentham is present
at all important meetings of the University of London.
Did you know? Slugs have 4 noses.
Did you know? On Jupiter and Saturn it rains diamonds.
Did you know? If a pregnant woman has organ damage, the
baby in her womb sends stem cells to help repair the organ.
Did you know? Human birth control pills work on gorillas.
Did you know? In France, it is legal to marry a dead person.
Did you know? Blueberries will not ripen until they are picked.

Did you know? Gorillas burp when they are happy.
Did you know? A snail can sleep for 3 years.
Did you know? Bull's can run faster uphill than down..
Did you know? A single cloud can weight more than 1 million
pounds.

Haunted House
In my dream, I was in a haunted house with
Laverne & Shirley. I was being chased by a
vampire. I remember running down a big hall
lined with plastic and jumping out of a twostory window. When I jumped out of the window, I hit the ground and leaped over a fence.
By no means am I afraid of vampires. but I
am afraid of haunted houses. The house is
still so clear to me. It was big, gray, with black
shutters and a red door. It was sooo creepy!!!
Thank You, Kelli C.
Hi Kelli,
Haunted house in dreams signifies repressed
memories and unacknowledged feelings. The
gray color and black shutters of the house all
lend to the mysteriousness and dreariness of
the house. The red door is significant for the
color red symbolizes life energy (blood), fiery
passion, and anger. The door is one of the
livelier aspects of the house. Your eye is
immediately drawn to the door, inviting you to
come in. Your dream seems to suggest that
you need to pay more attention to these
repressed feelings. Vampires also represents
life energy. After all, they thrive on the blood
of humans. Additionally, they signify aggression and lust. Vampires themselves are mysterious and denote unacknowledged parts of
your mind. You said it yourself that you are
not afraid of the vampire, but fearful of the
haunted house. Houses in dreams represent
the Self. In particular, haunted houses mean
the rejected or repressed parts of the Self.
What you are afraid of may be confronting
these aspects of yourself. The Vampire may
function as the guard of the house who prevents you from exploring it. Little is mention of
Laverne and Shirley other than they were in
the haunted house. Were they being chased
as well? Why are they in the haunted house?
Could they represent somebody from the past
who you want to forget? Let's not forget that
Laverne and Shirley are sitcom characters
who make us laugh. Their appearance in your
dream may be an attempt to lighten the mood
of your creepy dream.
Best Regards, Steve
Crooked Teeth
I keep having this recurring dream where my
teeth are not straight. I try to straighten them
and they pull out, but aren't attached to the
root. I don't know what this means. I have had
orthodontic work before. I have had this
dream about 6 times recently.
Thank You, Matt T.
Hi Matt,
Your recurring dreams about your teeth not
being straight is an indication of your struggles with perfection. You may be feeling inadequate about some relationship or social situation. The notion that your teeth are not
attached to the roots, suggests that you do
not have a solid foundation in achieving your
goals. This may stem from your own lack of
self-confidence.
Best Regards,
Steve

Aries - Your January Monthly Forecast: Are you feeling feisty? Hungry? Ready to take on
a sprint and be first over the line? If you're not, then get ready! As Mars returns to Aries, it
helps to ensure a continuation of the momentum created by Uranus' change of direction in
your sign. It's the promise of petrol in your tank and extra oomph in your batteries. With the
road stretching so invitingly before you, you'll need to slow down for corners and watch out
for bumps. The coming eclipses bring you an invitation to excel. Every effort you expend
should bring a noticeable gain. There is so much to hope for and look forward to.
Taurus - Your January Monthly Forecast: Since Taurus is an earth sign, when the
January Supermoon Eclipse arrives in the part of the sky that represents your roots and
emotional foundations, it's in comfortingly familiar territory. Your dilemma this month, stems
from the creative link it forms to your ruler Venus, just as Venus converges with Jupiter and
links with etherial Neptune. As you focus on creating some stability in your life, you'll find
yourself being pulled to explore a fantasy. Just bear in mind that the right opportunity asks
only what you can afford to willingly give.
Gemini - Your January Monthly Forecast: Just because Mercury is leaving your opposite
sign doesn't mean that you should shift your focus away from key relationships. A sociable
start to your new year bodes well for strengthening a rapport and sealing your reputation as
someone who is both fun and reliable. With so much generous goodwill on offer, just make
sure that you don't get carried away with enthusiasm and overlook the efforts made by
someone whose opinion you value. If you recognise the faith you're being shown this
month, you'll be rewarded in kind. There is so much to hope for and look forward to.
Cancer - Your January Monthly Forecast: Even though Cancerians are affected by lunar
variations more than any other sign, it's not quite as simple as 'Super Moon: super you'.
There's no need to rush out into the sales shopping for undergarments to wear over your
clothes and a superhero mask! Yet, as the January Eclipses take shape, with a swoop of
activity you'll be able to turn parts of your life around and reconfigure an important relationship. If that sounds a little more like the I.T. department than The Avengers, as you'll soon
prove, heroes don't always wear capes!
Leo - Your January Monthly Forecast: With the Sun moving into your opposite sign, many
of the celestial signposts indicate that this month is all about you. The Supermoon Eclipse
takes place in Leo, and your ruler plays an important part in two major celestial events. So,
although there's plenty to keep everyone entertained, there's little doubt who's the star of
the show! Being in the limelight means having to justify being the centre of attention. Yet
your creativity and charm suggest that you'll rise to the occasion. You're a natural, so let that
shine through!
Virgo - Your January Monthly Forecast: The year starts as it means to go on, with the
focus on creativity and friendship. Mercury, your ruling planet, moves into your fifth solar
house, which is traditionally associated with the Leo theme of generosity. With the Sun
being the focus of so much celestial attention as it forms two Eclipses, it creates several
lovely aspect patterns with your ruler, emphasising the cosmic gifts on offer. You can mix
creativity with precision, and playfulness with productivity. Use these gifts well, and January
will be a blessing that takes you very far indeed.
Libra - Your January Monthly Forecast: The Supermoon Eclipse isn't the only star of the
show in the celestial theatre in January. Venus and Jupiter are also staging a display. Even
though they don't have quite the same star-power, as your ruler and the planet of adventure
converge, they put you at centre stage. Take any chance you can to share your feelings,
and be generous with your trusting heart. As long as you act with consideration and generosity, you'll find an appreciative audience, and reviews that will stand you in good stead
for the rest of the year.
Scorpio - Your January Monthly Forecast: This month, your traditional ruler Mars moves
into a sector of the zodiac where its power is unfettered. Add this to the impact made as the
Sun converges with your modern ruler Pluto, and the signs are good for any Scorpios looking to make an impact at the start of the year. Yet, no one will make you come off the bench
and take control of the game. You can take your time, and watch a situation unfold. But
when the cosmos gifts you with power, it's hard to justify sitting on the sidelines. And this
month, there's plenty worth playing for.
Sagittarius - Your January Monthly Forecast: As Sagittarius prepares to host the first
exact Venus-Jupiter conjunction since 1995, it's time to consider how you'd like this significant moment to affect your life. Now I know that asking a Sagittarian to plan ahead is a little like asking a cat to swim. You can do it, but you'd rather use your reflexes on the fly to
avoid choppy waters. But as 2019's important Jupiter-Neptune journey sets sail in January,
you can dream big and be inspired. The Supermoon Eclipse brings an opportunity to
change an attractive idea into an enviable outcome.
Capricorn - Your January Monthly Forecast: According to the textbooks, Capricorns are
realists... not prone to flights of fantasy or to chasing mirages. But don't let anyone suggest
that you're unimaginative. You're just as capable of being creative as impressionistic Pisces;
and as empathetic as caring Cancerians. It's just that you like your playfulness to have an
end-product, and know that your investment will lead to an increase in good fortune. As
January rolls by, you can afford to let your hair down. Your hard work begins to pay off, with
surprisingly positive results.
Aquarius - Your January Monthly Forecast: My young son was shocked when he found
out my age. 'So, next year you'll be a million-thousand and you'll explode!' he gasped. As
far as predictions go, it looks as if there's work to do before he follows me into the family
business! But with the arrival of a Supermoon Eclipse as we approach your birthday, things
are primed and ready to go off! There's no need to worry about spontaneous combustion,
though. As Uranus begins to move in tandem with the rest of the cosmos, it launches
progress that will set January alight.
Pisces - Your January Monthly Forecast: 2019 will be quite a year for Pisceans. Your twin
rulers, Jupiter and Neptune (both in their celestial homes) create a dynamic relationship
which really gets going just as this month's Supermoon Eclipse arrives. So, if you were
thinking that you could take your foot off the gas now that Mars is leaving your sign, you
might well be disappointed! Yet, what January lacks in relaxation, it will more than make up
for in opportunity. Saturn's presence assures that the effort you make now will create solid
foundations for a successful year.
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